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HE Kingsley Park partnerships enjoyed another

excellent month in March, and passed a significant

milestone at the start of the month.

Firstly, Dancing King, a three-year-old Free Eagle

gelding owned by the Kingsley Park 16 partnership, simply

waltzed to victory in a mile and a half handicap at

Wolverhampton on March 1.

Always prominent under a positive ride by Ben Curtis,

Dancing King was sent into the lead on the final bend and

pulled away in the closing stages to score by a highly

impressive nine and a half lengths from the favourite,

Damned Elusive.

The win, the gelding’s first from four starts, also gave

Johnston Racing’s popular Kingsley Park Partnerships their

100th winner overall – quite an achievement as the first

partnership was established only in late 2014!

INE days later, Dancing King reappeared at

Kempton, this time racing in a three-year-old

handicap over a mile and three furlongs.

Penalised 6lb for his Wolverhampton success, he faced four

rivals, including the well-backed Side Shot. Ben Curtis was

once again in the saddle.

Tracking the leaders in third for most of the trip, Dancing

King looked in danger of being outpaced when the speed

picked up in the straight. However, the further they went,

the better the gelding travelled, and in the closing stages he

loomed up on the stands’ side to win going away from his
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Dancing King wins under 
Ben Curtis at Kempton

N ADDITION to our winners during

March, there were also some

excellent runs in defeat. Back at the

start of the month, Kingsley Park 18’s

Bobby’s Kitten gelding, Silvestris (pictured

with Jonny Peate up), finished third in a

blanket finish to a 10-furlong handicap at

Lingfield, beaten just a short neck.

Then at Southwell on March 11, KP 15’s

Deep Impression finished second of six in

a mile handicap at Southwell. The

Footstepsinthesand filly was seven and a
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half lengths clear of the third horse.

Finally, KP 16’s Cuban Dancer turned in

a super effort to finish second in a

Wolverhampton maiden over seven

furlongs on March 29. The Toronado

gelding did well to get the better of a scrap

with Excel Power but had no answer to the

late swoop of Stylish Performer.
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100 up as
the winners
continue
to flow!
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rivals by two and a half lengths. Side Shot claimed second,

holding Wallem by a length and three-quarters.

Not to be outdone, KP 17’s Silver Shade claimed a share

of the limelight with an impressive win at Newcastle on

March 16.

The Kendargent gelding built on a decent seasonal debut

at Lingfield in February to land the spoils in a Newcastle

handicap over an extended mile and a half. Of the four

runners who went to post for the race, three of them

represented Johnston Racing.

Partnered by the wily Franny Norton, Silver Shade

stayed on strongly in the closing stages to defeat The

Queen’s colt, Sergeant Major, by four and a quarter lengths,

with the same gap back to Ventura Kingdom in third.

NOW THAT the Kingsley Park

Partnerships have passed the

100-winner mark, we thought

the time might be right to look

back and see which horses have

contributed most to the running

tally of KPP wins.

We’re certain that most partners could have

predicted the top three, but how many of

you would have named all six?

Horse Partnership No. of Wins

Poet’s Society (pictured) KP 14 6

Rose of Kildare KP 9 6

Victory Command KP 10 6

Duke Street KP 1 5

La Casa Tarifa KP 5 4

Seductive Moment KP 10 4

Top six


